
Hello Gorgeous! Want to try an eyebrow lamination but are a little bit nervous? Don't worry! Here 
are some FAQs and helpful information that will give you some peace of mind. 
 
What exactly does this service do? 
Our eyebrow lamination service is like a perm for your eyebrows. This service redirects the eyebrow hairs 
into an upward motion creating a fuller looking brow. It makes the eyebrow hairs malleable making them 
able to be brushed in any direction you want. Tinting the brow hairs after this service is done is the icing on 
top of the cake. Tinting allows for every brow hair you have to be visible creating extra fullness. This service 
is perfect for those who want bigger or bolder brows but don’t want the commitment of microblading. 
 
Does this service damage my brow hairs? 
No! Unlike most places that would use their eyelash lift and tint solutions on your brow hairs we do not. The 
eyebrow lamination solutions have been designed specifically for your brow hairs to make sure that it is not 
as harsh. You will not have to worry about your brow hairs falling out because of a solution that is too harsh 
for them 
 
Does it hurt? 
Nope, you should not feel anything uncomfortable during this service because the solutions have been 
made to be lighter due to the fact that it will be applied on the skin as well as the brow hairs 
 
How long does this last? 
The treatment will last up to 8 weeks. All you need to do is schedule brow maintenance such as waxing and 
tinting.  
 
Is it safe? 
Yes! Both our brow solutions and tinting solutions are designed specifically for the more delicate hairs that 
are on your brows. No sketchy amazon packages or hair dye on your eyes. 
 
What should I do before my appointment? 
Shower! It sounds so silly but you cannot get your brows wet for 24 hours after your treatment so if you can 
shower before the appointment it will not only make sure your face is clean for the service but you also don't 
have to worry about neutralizing the solution from the steam in your shower. Come to the appointment with a 
clean dry face with no makeup on. 
 
What is the maintenance? 
The great thing about this service is that there is very little maintenance involved. After your treatment you 
CANNOT get them wet for a minimum of 24 hours. You also cannot apply any brow products to the brows. 
During those 24 hours your brows are slightly malleable because they need time to set and cure into place 
so try your best to sleep on your back.  After the 24 hour setting period you are free to go about your life the 
way you normally would. You do not have to worry about jumping in the pool or wearing your favorite 
makeup look because you can do it all. Just make sure that you keep the brows hydrated with the provided 
castor oil every night. To maintain the shape and tint of your brows it is recommended that you schedule one 
appointment in between to get your brows waxed/tweezed and re tinted. 
 
I hope all of this helped but if you do have any more questions feel free to email at 
magicbymaggie@gmail.com for more information. Hope to see you soon! 
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